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CONTEXT Patient care activity has recently increased without a proportionate rise in workforce numbers, impacting negatively on health care workplace learning. Health care professionals are prepared in part by spending time in clinical practice, and for medical staff this constitutes a contribution to service. Although stakeholders have identified the balance between health care professional education and patient care as a key priority for medical education research, there have been very few reviews to date on this important topic.

METHODS We conducted a realist synthesis of the UK literature from 1998 to answer two research questions. (1) What are the key workplace interventions designed to help achieve a balance between health care professional education and patient care delivery? (2) In what ways do interventions enable or inhibit this balance within the health care workplace, for whom and in what contexts? We followed Pawson’s five stages of realist review: clarifying scope, searching for evidence, assessment of quality, data extraction and data synthesis.

RESULTS The most common interventions identified for balancing health care professional education and patient care delivery were ward round teaching, protected learning time and continuous professional development. The most common positive outcomes were simultaneous improvements in learning and patient care or improved learning or improved patient care. The most common contexts in which interventions were effective were primary care, postgraduate trainee, nurse and allied health professional contexts. By far the most common mechanisms through which interventions worked were organisational funding, workload management and support.

CONCLUSION Our novel findings extend existing literature in this emerging area of health care education research. We provide recommendations for the development of educational policy and practice at the individual, interpersonal and organisational levels and call for more research using realist approaches to evaluate the increasing range of complex interventions to help balance health care professional education and patient care delivery.
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INTRODUCTION

In common with health care services elsewhere in the world, such as the USA,1–3 the UK National Health Service (NHS) faces unprecedented financial and workforce challenges as a result of rising demand for services and constrained resources.4–6 There are particular pressures in specialty areas such as accident and emergency,7 general practice,8 and mental health9 because of insufficient funding and a shortage of staff to fill vacant posts.9 Against this contextual backdrop, it is perhaps unsurprising that time for health care professional education within the NHS is often at a premium. Indeed, according to the General Medical Council’s (GMC’s) National Training Survey, 36.4% of trainers disagree that they can always use the time allocated to them as an educator specifically for education.10 Furthermore, only 55.8% of trainers expressed confidence that their Deanery or Local Education and Training Board worked collaboratively to ensure that the educational needs of doctors in training were balanced with service commitments.10 Medical trainees also cite work pressures and staffing levels as areas of concern.11

Such system challenges impact directly on the education of health care professionals. When services are under pressure, time and resources for education are the first to be sacrificed.6 Although health care education in the UK is generally held in high regard,6,12,13 poor quality training (i.e. low standard, rushed or interrupted training) is associated with a higher likelihood of patient safety incidents6 and working environments that are not conducive to learning and continuous improvement. A large Department of Health-funded research programme into NHS organisations in England, for example, found that staff in overworked and poorly structured teams were more likely to be employed in areas with higher patient mortality, to be task rather than patient-focused, and to prioritise factors such as targets and cost-efficiency over quality, education and safety of care.14 By contrast, those who worked in supported, well-organised settings, despite feeling pressured, were able to commit to learning and innovation and deliver high-quality care.14

Achieving an appropriate balance of health care professional education with patient care delivery in NHS workplaces, therefore, has become a high-priority area in UK medical education research (MER).15,16 Dennis et al.15 defined this balance as ‘the pressures that exist or are perceived to exist between delivering service to patients and providing training [to learners]’ (p.21). Practice learning is already a core component of pre-registration, post-registration and continuing professional development (CPD) programmes for health care employees. However, because of the scale of the pressures on the NHS, there is increasing demand for approaches that maximise the workplace as a learning environment in order for learners to develop skills and competencies with flexible and innovative technology and other modes of educational delivery.15

Our initial exploration of the topic of balancing education and service found one qualitative review published in 2003 about the effects of working patterns on the training of junior doctors in the UK.17 It described changes in work patterns as a result of increasing demands for health care provision and the resulting impact on the availability and effectiveness of education. Although this paper provided useful insights into the effect of working patterns (as a result of service delivery demands) on health care professional education, its methods were rather unclear; a sole researcher (rather than a team) conducted the review and the review referred only to junior doctors rather than the broader health care team. Given the limits of this review, we chose to conduct an up-to-date, team-based, realist synthesis of the literature in order to identify and understand the types of interventions used to balance health care professional education with the delivery of patient care in the UK, and to determine what works, for whom and under what circumstances.

Conceptual framework

We considered realist synthesis to be the most appropriate method for identifying and understanding how complex interventions can work to balance health care professional education with patient care delivery.18 Articulating the link between the context (C) in which these interventions work, how they work (i.e. mechanisms) (M) and the outcomes (O) that are produced affords a more in-depth insight into the interventions under scrutiny and allows their effectiveness to be optimised (see glossary in Box 1). Indeed, a realist synthesis provides an important step towards understanding workplace-based interventions, for whom they work, why and under what circumstances. Although the CMO approach is not necessarily linear (e.g. interventions may work in more than one way in a particular context) and cannot cover all possibilities, it can help to explicate the complexities around why
interventions do or do not produce their effects and is, therefore, useful in policy-making contexts.\textsuperscript{16} Aligned with a realist approach, we present the findings of two key research questions from our initial exploration of this topic, as follows. (1) What are the key workplace-based complex interventions that influence the balance between health care professional education and patient care delivery? (2) In what ways do interventions enable or inhibit this balance within the health care workplace, for whom and in what contexts?

**METHODS**

We developed a peer-reviewed protocol, which has been published\textsuperscript{17} and is underpinned by Pawson’s five stages of realist review: (1) clarifying scope, (2) searching for evidence, (3) assessment of quality, (4) data extraction and (5) data synthesis.\textsuperscript{19} Our methods also follow the RAMESES reporting guidelines developed by Wong et al.\textsuperscript{20} Please see Box 1 for a glossary of terms.

**Clarifying the scope**

We first clarified the scope of our realist synthesis by identifying relevant interventions (e.g. protected study time, workplace learning, bedside teaching encounters, etc.), which generated numerous search terms (see stage 2 below). Like other realist syntheses [e.g.\textsuperscript{21–23}] ours considered a multiplicity of different interventions rather than one intervention, with some of our interventions combining education and service simultaneously (such as ward rounds) and others separating out education and

---

**Box 1 Glossary of terms (in alphabetical order) relating to realist syntheses and interventions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caseloading</td>
<td>a model which ‘aims to ensure that the woman receives all her care from one midwife or practice partner’. Sometimes referred to in the literature as ‘caseload midwifery’.\textsuperscript{67}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMO configuration</td>
<td>‘a context-mechanism-outcome (CMO) configuration seeks to spell out the relationship between identified features of each’.\textsuperscript{21}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contexts</td>
<td>‘context describes the setting in which a particular outcome is being studied’.\textsuperscript{21}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing professional development (CPD)</td>
<td>the learning activities professionals engage in to develop and enhance their abilities. It enables learning to become conscious and proactive, rather than passive and reactive’.\textsuperscript{68}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demi-regularity</td>
<td>‘semi-predictable patterns... “semi” because variations in patterns of behaviour can be attributed partly to contextual differences from one setting to another’.\textsuperscript{69}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Working Time Directive</td>
<td>‘an EU initiative designed to prevent employers requiring their workforce to work excessively long hours, with implications for health and safety’. Also known as the Working Time Regulations.\textsuperscript{70}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey literature</td>
<td>‘that which is produced on all levels of government, academics, business and industry in print and electronic formats, but which is not controlled by commercial publishers’.\textsuperscript{71}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanisms</td>
<td>‘mechanism is used in realism to describe the causes, processes or agents and structures within a social setting that lead an outcome to arise, specifically mechanisms describe the sequences of actions, events, interactions and subsequent events that lead to the generation of particular outcomes in particular contexts’.\textsuperscript{21}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>‘outcome describes the desired product of an intervention or interaction that is designed to trigger it’.\textsuperscript{21}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme theories</td>
<td>‘the ideas and assumptions underlying how, why and in what circumstances complex social interventions work’.\textsuperscript{59}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These can be expressed as context-mechanism-outcome (CMO) configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protected learning time</td>
<td>‘a period of time allocated for learning activities which are not meant to be interrupted by clinical duties’.\textsuperscript{72}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realist synthesis</td>
<td>realist synthesis is a ‘strategy for synthesising evidence and providing explanations (programme theories) on why interventions may, or may not, work (i.e. how and in what circumstances’\textsuperscript{22}. As suggested by Wong et al.,\textsuperscript{20} it is a ‘theory-driven method that is firmly rooted in a realist philosophy of science... [placing] particular emphasis on understanding causation’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>‘whether it [paper] can contribute to theory building and/or testing’.\textsuperscript{20}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigour</td>
<td>‘whether the method used to generate that particular piece of data is credible and trustworthy’.\textsuperscript{20}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward round</td>
<td>‘a complex clinical process during which the clinical care of hospital inpatients is reviewed’.\textsuperscript{40} Although some ward rounds are more service-orientated, others can be more teaching-orientated, for example, ‘ward round teaching is in fact a kind of clinical training in which lecturers and the medical team come together around the patient’s bed and assess the patient’s condition while the medical team is taught by the lecturer’.\textsuperscript{73}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
service (such as protected learning time). Therefore, our initial programme theory was best described as ‘rough’, like others. We speculated that interventions (e.g. protected learning time) could be effective for health care professionals (e.g. postgraduate medical trainees) in the workplace (e.g. primary care setting) in balancing education and service through mechanisms at the individual (e.g. learner motivation and attitude), interpersonal (e.g. social environment such as leadership) and organisational levels (e.g. logistical pressures such as access to education).

Searching for empirical evidence

We gathered evidence in the form of journal articles, reports and grey literature (see Table S1 for a summary of the types of literature and sources searched). We searched databases in the following order: Medline, ERIC, Scopus, CINAHL, Web of Science and PsycINFO. Although we know that Scopus includes Embase, which in turn includes Medline, we decided to begin with Medline in order to facilitate the iterative process of refining the search terms, making use of the ability to ‘explode’ MeSH (Medical Subject Heading) terms, which is not possible with Scopus. We discussed broad search terms as a research team and these were then iteratively refined with the help of a health care services librarian experienced in expert searching (see acknowledgements).

Table S2 illustrates the MeSH terms and key phrases generated for database searches.

We agreed various inclusion criteria as a research team, with respect to topic, recency and geographic spread (see Table S3). We chose the introduction of the European Working Time Directive in 1998 as an appropriate date for searching, because ‘time’ was one of the most frequently identified influencing factors in the papers we examined in our initial exploration of the literature. Although research exploring the balance between education and service in health care exists across different countries [e.g.,1,3,24] we were mindful that factors influencing the balance of education and service would be context specific, so we decided to focus our review on the UK only. We therefore searched databases for English-language UK articles published from 1998 onwards, in line with the established protocol. Note that our inclusion criteria did not change throughout our data gathering stage.

The first top-level search elicited 2619 journal articles across all databases. Once duplicate results were removed and agreed study parameters reinforced (for example, it was noted that some studies from before 1998 had been incorrectly categorised in the databases), 343 articles remained. The searching and selection process is summarised in the PRISMA diagram (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram of the selection process](image-url)
Assessment of quality

We (SS, HA and JM) assessed the journal articles for relevance and rigour, as recommended by other authors.\textsuperscript{19} For the purposes of this study, we defined ‘relevance’ as ‘[articles] which provide data that inform programme theory development and refinement’.\textsuperscript{16} We (SS, HA and JM) initially assessed relevance by reviewing abstracts using preliminary inclusion criteria. If one of us found any ambiguities, abstracts were checked by one of the other two researchers. Ten per cent of these 343 articles were double-checked by an additional two researchers (RA and CR), including a number of articles previously excluded (for quality control purposes).

Following the assessment of relevance, 29 articles remained and these were then assessed for rigour. Assessment of rigour followed the same process, this time reviewing the whole journal article. We defined ‘rigour’ as '[determining] whether the methods used to generate the relevant data are credible and trustworthy'.\textsuperscript{16,25} We (SS, HA and JM) resolved differences in opinion by negotiation at this stage, and found that no adjudication was necessary.

Following the assessment of rigour, 22 articles remained. These consisted of 16 qualitative observational studies (interviews, questionnaires and focus groups), two quantitative database studies and four literature reviews. At this stage, we discussed whether the identified grey literature fell within the definitions of both relevance and rigour. We felt that some of the grey literature that would be useful in informing the study might not be included given our focus on both relevance and rigour. In addition, not all of the literature formats leant themselves to realist coding processes. It was, therefore, decided that although journal articles would form the basis of the coding and analysis, grey literature would be taken into account once key interventions and initial CMO configurations had been identified to provide important contextual information to the findings. Therefore, grey literature was not subject to the extraction and synthesis process.

Data extraction

We adopted an inductive approach to data extraction. Three of us (SS, RA and CR) read a sample of six articles and developed an initial set of codes (interventions, contexts, mechanisms and outcomes) through discussion and negotiation. In order to elicit these codes, we asked the following questions. (1) What conditions are needed for an intervention to trigger mechanism(s) to produce outcome(s)? (2) What is it about an intervention that may lead to particular outcomes in given contexts? (3) What are the practical effects produced by causal mechanisms being triggered in given contexts?\textsuperscript{26} As a result, the CMO configurations (see glossary Box 1) in all 22 articles were identified and therefore constructed by members of the author team. Approximately one-third of the articles were coded by one researcher and six of the articles were also coded by all three researchers. Development of the coding framework was therefore iterative, with repeated discussion among the researchers of the semi-regularities (i.e. patterns of CMO configurations: see glossary in Box 1) and negotiations of any differences of opinion.

Data synthesis

Finally, we interrogated our coding to look for patterns in our data. We compared and contrasted our findings with our rough initial programme theory (see above) in an attempt to test and further refine programme theories.

RESULTS

Table S4, available online, presents the 22 articles and summarises the methodology, interventions, contexts, mechanisms and outcomes identified in each article.

Interventions

Several candidate interventions were identified in the articles, namely: protected learning time (PLT), CPD, ward round teaching, leadership, caseloading, critical care skills training and experiential learning. These interventions were reported at various levels of focus, which could be categorised as individual, interpersonal or organisational levels.

Outcomes

Both positive and negative outcomes for the above interventions were identified across the articles. Positive outcomes included: maximised learning opportunities\textsuperscript{21,27–29}; new knowledge and/or skill acquisition\textsuperscript{30,31}; improved workforce flexibility\textsuperscript{32}; improved patient care, safety and/or outcomes\textsuperscript{21,29,30,32–37}; reduced waiting times\textsuperscript{32}; peer-to-peer learning\textsuperscript{38,39}; staff cohesion and/or networking\textsuperscript{10–12}; deep learning\textsuperscript{30}; improved performance and practice\textsuperscript{33,36}; revalidation supported\textsuperscript{30,33}; feelings of
satisfaction and valued contribution\textsuperscript{21,27}, and balance of learning and service delivery maintained.\textsuperscript{21,32} Negative outcomes included: hindered learning opportunities\textsuperscript{27,30,43}, undermined patient confidence\textsuperscript{27,29}, perceptions of inadequacy and/or failure,\textsuperscript{30} exhaustion\textsuperscript{30} and lack of engagement\textsuperscript{14,45}, and increased workload.\textsuperscript{38,39,42} It is noted that although the negative outcomes tend to mirror some of the positive outcomes, there were many more positive outcomes identified in the articles than negative outcomes. Box 2 shows examples of these outcomes in the included studies.

**Contexts**

A number of contexts were noteworthy with respect to intervention and outcome; namely, age group of learners,\textsuperscript{36} presence or absence of patient,\textsuperscript{27,29} medicine (as distinct from other professions)\textsuperscript{42} and location.\textsuperscript{33,36} Other contexts were reported as not being important with respect to intervention and outcome; namely, level of staff experience,\textsuperscript{37} specialty,\textsuperscript{36,37} gender\textsuperscript{36} and type of contract.\textsuperscript{36} We identified contexts at the individual, interpersonal and organisational levels. Contexts at the individual level included: nurses\textsuperscript{45}; midwives\textsuperscript{30}; allied health care professionals\textsuperscript{32,34,37}; junior doctors and medical students\textsuperscript{21,27,29,33,43,46}; trainees\textsuperscript{21,26,28,33,35,43,46}; hospital doctors\textsuperscript{21,33,46}; community nurses\textsuperscript{44}; GP administrative staff\textsuperscript{38,39}; and CPD organisers.\textsuperscript{42} Contexts at the interpersonal level included: primary care teams\textsuperscript{41,42,47}; and multidisciplinary teams.\textsuperscript{31} At the organisational level contexts included: hospital\textsuperscript{21,29}; general practice\textsuperscript{21,43}; ward round\textsuperscript{27,28}; increased patient numbers\textsuperscript{35}; and rapid NHS change.\textsuperscript{47} See Box 2 for examples of these contexts in the included studies.

**Mechanisms**

A wide range of mechanisms was reported across the articles. Interestingly, something reported in one article as an intervention, such as PLT\textsuperscript{33,37} may be reported elsewhere as a mechanism.\textsuperscript{38,39,41,42,45} We identified positive and negative mechanisms at the individual, interpersonal and organisational levels. In terms of positive mechanisms at the individual level we identified: increased awareness of opportunity\textsuperscript{33}; recognition of capacity to learn and/or mobilising knowledge\textsuperscript{47}; attitudes to learning and/or active participation\textsuperscript{27,32}; perception of value and/or relevance\textsuperscript{31,35,38,39}; enthusiastic and motivated trainers\textsuperscript{43,46}; targeted, quality teaching\textsuperscript{28,43,45,46}; integration of service, experience and training\textsuperscript{21,29,31}; and effective communication.\textsuperscript{27,38,43,46} At the interpersonal level, we identified numerous positive mechanisms including: discussion time away from patients\textsuperscript{27–29}; student–
patient relationship; mentoring; integration of service, experience and training; and effective communication. Finally, at the organisational level, we identified the following positive mechanisms: adequate support; sufficient funding; protected time; structured ward round (WR) teaching; effective leadership; training information made available; location with respect to CPD; good access to training; integration of service, experience and training; and effective communication.

In terms of negative mechanisms at the individual level, we identified: lack of awareness of learning resources; perceived lack of support; perceived irrelevance of CPD; perceived workload too high; and anxiety and stress. With respect to negative mechanisms at the interpersonal level, we identified: trainers can stifle trainees. Finally, in terms of the organisational level, we identified the following negative mechanisms: lack of funding; pressures on service; lack of protection from service obligations; lack of support; lack of staff cover; short placements; and single-handed roles. See Box 2 for examples of both positive and negative mechanisms.

CMO configurations

Across the 22 articles, we identified 23 key CMO configurations (for examples see Box 3; a more extensive list is available online in Box S1). A number were very similar to each other, varying either in context or in the intervention to which the CMO configuration applied.

Similar to Williams et al., we next present the top three most frequently mentioned configurations across the articles, including excerpts from the relevant articles, and compare these with our rough initial programme theory, in order to test and refine programme theory.

CMO1

In the primary care context, effective CPD can lead to better performance and service delivery, a more flexible workforce, reduced waiting times and improved patient outcomes, if barriers such as funding, support, staff cover and workload can be overcome.

It is clear from the literature that a combination of several factors is required at the organisational level in order for CPD to be effective for health care professionals:

Successful CPD is an essential component of medical practice and requires adequate awareness and information, and the availability of time, cover, and appropriate funding and educational opportunities in order for doctors to fulfil their requirements. The information needs of individuals must be addressed, but organisational support for CPD is also required.

Supportive organisational leadership is necessary to fund, value and support nurses’ professional development requirements and as an investment in patient safety and nurse retention.

Box 3 Examples of identified configurations; AHP, Allied Health Professional.

Effective ward rounds for students and foundation doctors include targeted, limited and quality teaching, few interruptions, teacher enthusiasm and effective communication. In primary care, PLT and reflective practice enable the balance of learning and patient care through mobilising principles of learning organisations through effective leadership and empowerment. Trainee-centred ward rounds can facilitate learning and improve learner satisfaction of junior doctors if there are agreed learning objectives, active participation and good trainer-trainee communication. They will not be effective if there is insufficient time or lack of encouragement for active participation. CPD for AHPs should improve practice and service delivery, benefit service users, reduce waiting times and increase flexibility of the workforce. Attitude to CPD is an important success factor, as are organisational support and sufficient funding.
It is also noted that successful CPD does not operate in isolation; rather, it requires coordination at all levels and translational efforts in order to be effective:

CPD [I] is a multifaceted activity, which needs to be fully integrated into the workplace [M] at organisational, departmental, and individual levels in order for its full potential to be translated into high quality service delivery and patient care [O].

Perhaps for this reason, workload pressures and lack of funding are still seen as barriers even if organisational support is evident. High levels of support for CPD are not necessarily reflected in the ability of an organisation to provide it effectively:

Despite the organisational support [M] for CPD [I], respondents faced substantial challenges in accessing CPD when under pressure to achieve productivity targets [M], with little assistance in terms of funding [M].

However, supportive organisational leadership through funding and valuing CPD and post-CPD support can lead to improved outcomes, even in the face of increased workload. Support at the interpersonal level was conceptualised as empowering staff to change their practice based on CPD activities. This focus on ‘learning transfer’ to the workplace from the undertaking of targeted CPD activities was notable in the nursing literature.

Interestingly, although CMO1 was consistent with our rough initial programme theory about effective interventions (see earlier), CMO1 better articulates the multiplicity of outcomes for CPD in a primary care setting, including both improved learner and patient outcomes. Although CMO1 aligned with our initial programme theory in terms of how CPD works through multiple individual, interpersonal and organisational mechanisms, CMO1 primarily emphasises mechanisms at the interpersonal and organisational levels for CPD. See Figure S1 online for our visual representation of our refined programme theory for CPD.

**CMO2**

Ward rounds [I] are important because they provide learning and service simultaneously [O]. Scheduled discussion time away from patients [M] during ward round teaching can increase learning opportunities, build upon opportunistic discussions, contribute to team cohesion and avoid undermining patient confidence [O], particularly if active participation, integration of service, experience, training and feedback, and enthusiastic teachers are present [M]. Lack of time, awareness and opportunity for discussion [M] hinders these learning opportunities [O].

Planning and engagement at all levels is vital in order to make the best possible use of WRs and therefore to maximise opportunities for learning:

Trainee-centred ward rounds [I] do appear to be effective in overcoming barriers to learning and did help improve learning opportunities, and thus satisfaction [O] for junior doctors [C] in a busy workplace [C]. However, ward rounds consist of a series of complex tasks that require more than just medical knowledge, namely, interpersonal, clinical-technical, patient-management, and communication skills [M]. A good structure [M] can help maximise the learning [O] that could take place during ward rounds [I].

The very clinical environment that makes a WR such a valuable source of experiential learning is also a source of potential barriers to its success:

Despite the emphasis on clinical teaching, many WRs [I] remain service driven, their educational value hindered [O] by lack of time, noisy wards, patients not being available, reduced training time and a rising workload [M].

Ward-round teaching [I] is a useful education tool that is often challenged by the burdens of the clinical environment [M].

The balance of health care professional education with patient care delivery should consequently be considered from two aspects; namely, maintaining the balance under challenging circumstances, and maximising the opportunities that such circumstances provide. It is therefore important that trainers and trainees are also ready to take full advantage of the learning opportunities afforded by a well-structured WR where learners feel safe to actively contribute to discussions:

Medical education [O] relies heavily on experiential learning [I]. Therefore learning and healthcare delivery are concurrent in clinical
workplaces [M]. Professionals in primary care training sites [C] must reconcile the goals of providing individualised health care with the provision of constructive workplace-based learning for future professionals [M].

It is important to also note that, from the clinical perspective [C], learning from experience [I] is dependent on “readiness for change” as transformation requires assimilation and accommodation [M].

Discussion time away from patients during ward rounds can increase learning opportunities, build upon opportunistic discussions and avoid undermining patient confidence when giving direct feedback to trainees.

We can see that CMO2 was more or less aligned with our rough initial programme theory regarding effective interventions. Like CMO1, however, CMO2 better enunciates the multiplicity of outcomes for WRs in hospital settings, including both improved learner and patient outcomes (particularly in the case of scheduled discussion time away from patients). CMO2 also aligned with our initial programme theory in terms of identifying multiple mechanisms at individual, interpersonal and organisational levels for how WRs work. See Figure S2 for our visual representation of our refined programme theory for WRs.

CMO3

Protected learning time (PLT) [I] in primary care [C] can lead to updated knowledge and skills and improved teamwork and relationships [O] for all staff categories [C], but only if it is perceived to be relevant and valuable, and if there is effective communication and protection from service delivery obligations [M].

Studies have shown that PLT [I] is generally well received [O] but that different professional and occupational groups [C] have varying perceptions and experiences of PLT [O].

It is notable that much of the existing research in this area is based on staff members’ perceptions of their own learning needs and the barriers that they face; yet these perceptions may not necessarily give rise to an accurate assessment of the same. The benefits of effective PLT are documented at personal, interpersonal and organisational levels:

‘Protection’ and ‘time’ are the operative words here; without adequate resourcing and opportunity for learning without distraction, PLT is of limited use. All too often the freedom from such distraction appears to be found by undertaking professional development in the individual’s own time. In this respect, PLT differs from WR learning: WRs take advantage of the existing clinical environment as the ‘classroom’, and therefore embrace and anticipate the difficulty of balancing health care professional education with patient care delivery. PLT requires the learner, or the learning team, to be ‘protected’ from the work environment, and the balance of learning and care must be managed in order to enable PLT to take place.

Although CMO3 was also consistent with our rough initial programme theory about effective interventions (see earlier), CMO3 also better articulates the multiplicity of outcomes for PLT in a primary care setting, focusing especially on learner-orientated outcomes such as enhanced team working. Similarly, CMO3 was more or less consistent with our initial programme theory in terms of how PLT works through multiple individual, interpersonal and organisational mechanisms. See Figure S3 for our visual representation of our refined programme theory for PLT.

DISCUSSION

Key findings and comparison with existing literature

In terms of our first research question (the workplace-based complex interventions designed to help balance health care professional education and patient care delivery) we identified various interventions in the reviewed studies, the most common being the ward round (WR), protected learning time (PLT) and continuing professional development (CPD). Of these three most common interventions, only one (WR) attempts to simultaneously balance health care professional education and patient care delivery, whereas the other two (PLT and CPD) try to balance education and service by keeping these two activity types
distinctly separate, so that neither encroaches on the other. Indeed, we have previously found through the lens of cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT), that although education and service are overlapping activity systems within the health care workplace, the juggling of these two activity systems (with their sometimes contradictory roles, routines, materials and divisions of labour) can both inhibit and create opportunities for workplace learning. The ward round can be seen as an example of experiential learning, considered an intervention in the Yardley et al. review. Indeed, they defined ‘experiential learning’ as any learning arising from workplace-based interactions, that is, the creation of meaning or construction of knowledge from ‘real life’ experiences. We make the distinction between WR and PLT/CPD here as the literature we reviewed on balancing health care professional education with patient care delivery tended to privilege formal (e.g. planned or structured) rather than informal (e.g. unplanned or unstructured) learning opportunities and conceptualisations of education and service that understand them as separate activities rather than as deeply intertwined activities, such as viewing service as education and vice versa.

In terms of our second research question (to what extent the interventions work for whom, in what circumstances, and why) we identified more positive than negative outcomes for the interventions across the reviewed papers, which might partly reflect publication bias, with positive findings being more likely to be published in the literature than negative findings. Both positive and negative outcomes were identified at the level of individuals (e.g. improved trainee learning versus trainee learning hindered), relationships (e.g. improved teamwork versus limited time to learn together) and organisation (e.g. improved patient care versus teaching squeezed out by service pressures). The most common positive outcomes identified across the papers were simultaneous improvements in learning and patient care, or improved learning and improved patient care (i.e. one without the other). The most common negative outcome identified across the papers was the interventions actually hindering learning. In her earlier review, Scallan noted that without adequate supervision, trainees failed to learn from the patient care in which they were involved, care which itself must be safe and appropriate. At the time of Scallan’s study, there had been little research into how short training opportunities might be structured in order to maximise trainee learning.

Common contexts in which the interventions worked were identified across the papers at the individual (e.g. trainee), relationship (e.g. team) and organisational levels (e.g. primary care). The most common contexts underpinning the studies reviewed were primary care contexts, trainee contexts, and doctor, nurse and allied health care professional contexts. Interestingly, our review highlights the interplay between context and different types of WRs. In an era where the patient-centred view of care is considered paramount, it was intriguing to see beliefs that patients should be excluded from WR discussions in order to provide students and trainees with better opportunities for learning and to avoid harming the patient.

Although these findings support those of Urquhart et al., they are contradictory to those within the bedside teaching encounter (BTE) literature and recent calls for stakeholders to reconceptualise service as education and vice versa rather than as separate and competing activities.

We identified numerous mechanisms contributing to whether interventions worked or not across the reviewed papers, also at the individual (e.g. trainee motivation), interpersonal (e.g. trainee–trainer communication) and organisational levels (e.g. time). By far the most common mechanisms identified across the studies reviewed were at the organisational level, including funding, workload and support. We noted earlier the increase in patient care activity in the absence of a proportionate rise in staffing levels, and this is reflected both in this current study and Scallan’s earlier review. Unfortunately, there is a lack of confidence amongst trainers that an adequate balance of service delivery and health care professional education can realistically be maintained, coupled with a perception by junior doctors (compounded by increased work pressures) that service provision is prioritised over training. Although there is variation in workload across specialties, disciplines and regions, we have observed from our review that lack of time and pressures of workload are issues for health care trainees and trainers, and across the primary care spectrum too.

Finally, although we identified 23 distinct CMO configurations across the reviewed papers, we have provided more detail around the top three most frequently mentioned configurations relating to our three most common interventions (CPD, WR and PLT). Taken together, these CMOs support our rough initial programme theory (i.e. that interventions balancing education and service can be effective for workplace stakeholders through mechanisms...
at the individual, interpersonal and organisational levels). However, the identified CMOs have helped to further refine our programme theory, helping us to better enunciate both positive and negative outcomes of the interventions, across multiple different contexts, and with a complex interplay of multiple mechanisms at multiple levels. Like other studies, although our study has identified a large number of CMO configurations, further research is now needed to further test and refine the programme theory, perhaps using individual or group interviews with key stakeholders, such as the designers and recipients of the different workplace-based interventions [e.g.21,48,58].

**Methodological strengths and limitations**

Realist synthesis is an approach that is well suited to the evaluation of complex interventions in the health care workplace, and to reviews with substantial heterogeneity among study designs, participants and outcomes.54 Furthermore, the additional use of grey literature not only enables triangulation of data from multiple sources, but also demonstrates international relevance [e.g.1,3,24,52]. A multidisciplinary research team lends broad (clinical, educational and managerial) experience and thus more comprehensive data interpretation. The discussion amongst the team of the demi-regularities is important for mapping the complexities of the process and the multiple systems within which it operates onto the C + M = O formula, an activity that is commonly noted as challenging.59,60 The authors acknowledge that the strength of evidence provided here is limited in part by the parameters imposed on the scope of the study in its early stages (e.g. UK papers published in 1998 and later). Furthermore, identification of relevant papers in the current study was made challenging because often papers relevant to answering our research questions and our initial programme theory were not specifically focused on balancing health care professional learning with patient care delivery. Therefore, like other published realist syntheses,21 our review of potential papers might not have been exhaustive. Although we followed our published protocol in most respects,16 there were two areas in which our study varied from the original protocol, although we do not believe that this affected the quality of the study. Because of the relatively small number of papers under scrutiny, we did not need to use ATLAS.ti to code the papers, as we found it equally effective to code directly into the papers themselves. We identified interventions in the papers but did not identify existing programme theories, because the majority of papers did not specifically address the balance of learning and service delivery. Much could be learned, however, from broadening the study to include non-UK health care systems such as the USA. Mechanisms identified in other countries may be transferable to a UK context, although such health care systems will be subject to different influencing factors such as funding and education streams, and as such the implications for policy and practice may vary. Further work to test and refine programme theories could also draw on a wider sample of international papers to review [e.g.1,3,24] or from other professions where learners learn on the job, such as engineering.

**Implications for education and research**

Our study findings in relation to research question 2 have a number of implications for educational policy and practice at the individual, interpersonal and organisational levels. At the individual level, our findings relating to mechanisms suggest that it is important that both learners and educators understand the importance of workplace-based learning and are motivated to make it happen. Learners, for example, need to recognise both their capacity to learn, and the ways in which their learning can lead to positive outcomes not just for themselves but also for their patients and colleagues. Clinical educators and trainers, on the other hand, need to develop their abilities to simultaneously juggle clinical and educational activities within the workplace learning environment. At the interpersonal level, our mechanism-related findings suggest that communication must be improved in order to enhance both team relationships and patient outcomes. Therefore, encouraging opportunities for communication should be prioritised, particularly between learners and trainers. For example, clinical educators can play a role in scaffolding translational work from educational activities that occur outside the workplace (e.g. CPD) into practice. Finally, at the organisational level, our findings relating to mechanisms suggest that it is essential that workplace learning be given sufficient institutional and managerial support with appropriate funding and time. Without adequate time for education, learners may experience suboptimal learning experiences, competence and career progression, plus higher attrition rates. Indeed, lack of supernumerary status for some learners can be extremely stressful.61

If health care professional learning is inadequately balanced with patient care delivery, negative impacts can and do arise. Patient safety is risked, for
example, if junior doctors are inadequately supervised or educated, plus organisations could potentially lose their workforce supply if learners do not meet their educational requirements or, indeed, decide to leave the workforce.62,63 Furthermore, if educational standards are not met, education providers could lose programme approvals, reputation and income.64 Given the long-standing tensions between service and education, alongside the ongoing importance of health care professional education set against the current NHS backdrop of increased workload and understaffing, it is essential more than ever to better understand the raft of interventions now in place to balance health care professional education and patient care delivery. We think this service–education tension persists partly from a privileging of formal rather than informal education within the workplace, alongside a privileging of service rather than education by hard-pressed health care professionals, many of whom are not trained as educators. Interestingly, in the 2016 UK GMC report of the National Training Survey, 46.6% of trainers (n = 11,000) felt that they would benefit from more training on balancing the needs of service delivery with education.65 Further research should therefore capitalise on the strengths of realist approaches in order to evaluate complex health care education interventions more thoroughly, and to better understand what works for whom, under what circumstances and why.
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